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Let&(x) be a family of differentiable mappings of a real Banach space X 
into a real Banach space Y, depending on the real parameter ,8. Then bifurca- 
tion theory can be considered as the study of the solutions (x, /3) offs(x) = 0 
near a solution (x,, , p,,) at which the linear mapfi,(x,,): X-t Y (the Frechet 
derivative offs,(x) at x,,) has a nontrivial kernel. 
The two usual constructive methods used in bifurcation theory are: 
(i) The majorant method in which one supposes that forfs real analytic 
in x and /?, a solution (x, 8) ofjo = 0 near (x,, , /3,,) can be written in terms 
of a small parameter E as 
x(e) = xg + <X1 + 2X2 + ... , 
8(4 = PO + 4 + 4% + ... * 
One then attempts to determine the coefficients (xi , /3J (i = 1, 2,...) so that 
each series converges to a solution off,(x) = 0 for j E j sufficiently small. 
(ii) The Liapunov-Schmidt method in which one decomposes a solution 
(x, p) of fo(x) = 0 into two parts x = u + o with u lying in kerfQx,) and 
the remainder v,, which is “small” compared to u, is “orthogonal” to 
ker&Jx,). I f  kerfi,(x,,) is finite-dimensional, the solutions offs(x) = 0 near 
(x,, , &) can generally be reduced to a finite-dimensional system of real 
transcendental equations in a finite number of unknowns (the so-called 
branching equations) [ 11. 
Neither of these approaches provides a general convergent iterative proce- 
dure to compute the desired solutions (x, j3) near (x,, , fi,,), Each method 
requires a separate analysis of the particular case at hand. In this paper we 
attempt to fill in this gap, by constructing a convergent iteration scheme for 
the desired solutions (x, /3), provided the operators fa and fh,(xs) satisfy 
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certain natural hypotheses. In this case, the proposed scheme converges to 
each solution (X(E), p(e)) offs(x) = 0 of the form 
II 4') - x0 - +II = O(l E I212 I Pk> - PO I = O(l E I> 
where xi E kerfkO(xo) (for E sufficiently small). This property is particularly 
important for the case in which dim kerfh,(xo) > 1, since then the solutions 
(x, /?) sought often lie on a finite number K (say) of curves through the point 
(x0 , PO), with K > 1. Following the terminology introduced by PoincarC [2], 
these curves are referred to as “branches” of solutions “bifurcating”from 
the point (x0, PO). Under very general conditions on fB , every solution near 
(x0, PO) has the form 
x(c) = x0 + 6% + O(l E 12>, 
B(c) = PO + O(l 6 I) for xi E ker f &,(x0). 
Hence (in this sense) our result is sharp. 
I. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ITERATION SCHEME 
We suppose that after translating x0 to the origin in X and a possible 
subsequent transformation by a linear homeomorphism of Y-+X, the 
equation fB(x) = 0 can be written in the form 
(PI - L) x = w, x, E4>, (1) 
where I is the identity map and /G - L is a bounded linear map of X + X 
and F(/3, x, l “JJ) is a higher order map of R, x X x Y + X, i.e., 
qp, 0,O) = F&3,0, 0) f 0. 
We wish to find solutions of (1) of the form 
4’) = + + O(l E I”); PC4 = PO + O(l E I), (2) 
where u. is a normalized element of ker(/3J - L) (i.e., an eigenvector of L). 
(Note that under our assumptions, the Frechet derivative of 
at x = 0, is fs’(0) = (/31- L), so that kerfo’(0) is nontrivial if and only if PO 
is an eigenvalue of L.) 
Our construction is based on assuming that the map (pool - L) satisfies 
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ASSUMPTION A. 
ker(&Z - L) @ Range&J - L) = X. 
Assumption A is always satisfied if X is a Hilbert space and if L has closed 
range and is self-adjoint. For a real Banach space X, Assumption A holds if 
/3s is a simple eigenvalue of L and &,Z - L is a CD,, operator, i.e., a Fredholm 
operator of index zero. This follows immediately for L compact, by the Riesz 
theory, and, in general, since any Fredholm map of index zero can be repre- 
sented as the composition of a linear homeomorphism X --+ X with a compact 
perturbation of the identity. (More generally, Assumption A holds if 
/?,,Z -L E CJ,, and ker(&Z - L) n Range&I - L) = {O}.) Assumption A 
implies the existence of linear canonical bounded projections P and Pl of X 
onto ker(@ - L) and Range&I - L), respectively [3]. Furthermore, it is 
immediate that both P and P’ commute with (PI -L), since 
w - L) = (B - PO) I+ cv - Lb 
Thus if we write x E X in the form 
x = El40 + v, (cuO) E ker(PJ - L) ; v E Range&I - L), 
Eq. (1) can be written as the system 
(PI - L) %I = pm -0 + vu, E231), (34 
(/?I - L) v = P-LF(& EUO + v, 69). (3b) 
Furthermore, we let PO denote the projection of ker(&I -L) + {us) the 
one-dimensional subspace generated by u,, E ker(&I - L). 
With these preliminaries we are now in a position to define an iteration 
scheme as follows: We set v. = 0, x0 = euO , and PO = /3. We then compute 
x1 = EU~ + or and /I1 , successively, from the formulas 
(Pool - L) Vl = pwo , %I 9 +J), 
w --L) C-0) = popwo ,x1 > <"A. 
(11) 
Plainly this is possible, since (j3J - L) is invertible on Range&I - L). 
More generally, given x, = l uO + vN and pN, we compute v~+~ and 
B N+l successively by the formulas. 
(~N1-L)vN+l = pLF(bV, *N, +Y), 
(PN6,,11 - L) (cue) = popF(19, 9 *N+l , CY), 
(IN+l) 
provided, of course, that (pN8,1 -L) is invertible on Range&I - L). 
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Clearly, if the sequence (xN , flN) exists for all N, satisfies the estimate 
lx, - cuoll <Kc’, II/&-Poll <K E w ( h ere K is a constant independent 
of N and l ), and converges to (3, p), say, then (%,p) satisfies 
(/?I - L) v = PLF(/?, x; Gy), (4a) 
(PI - L) (<z+,) = P,PF@, x, c2y). (4b) 
So that, for example, if dim ker(p1 - L) = 1, then P,,P = P so that (x,16> 
will satisfy (1) and have the required form (2). On the other hand, if 
dim ker(fl1 - L) > 1, (%, p) may not satisfy (1). In Section III we shall show 
that if one knows, a priori, thatjo = 0 has a solution (X(E), /3(c)) of the form 
X(E) = EZ+, + O(i E j2), p(c) = /3,, + O(l E I) for small E, then this solution 
must coincide with the solution (T(E), p(c)) computed by the above iteration 
scheme. Hence if (1) has a solution (X(E), /3(c)) near (0, &) and of the form (2) 
for u E ker(/3,1 - L), then the iteration scheme discussed here will converge 
to this solution (after a possible reparametrization). 
II. CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION SCHEME; 
BIFURCATION AT SIMPLE EIGENVALUES 
We now state and prove a result on the existence and convergence of the 
iteration scheme (11-1,+1) described in Section I. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the operator (&I - L) satisjes Assumption A, while 
the operator F(p, x, y) satis$es the following estimates, for II x 1) , Ij y I/ , / ,!3 - /I,, j 
suficiently small, 
(a) II F@, x9 Y) - F(P, x’, r)ll < Wll x II + II x’ III II x - x’ II , 
(b) II F(B, x> Y> - W’, x, r)ll G Wll x II2 + II Y II) I B - 8’ I , 
(4 IIF(Po 9 %Y)II < WY II 3 
where M is a constant depending only on F. Then for E su#iciently small and 
fixed y, the iteration scheme (11-1,+1) exists for each IV and converges to 
(+, Y>, 8(~, Y>>. Moye~fl, f(c, Y> and ,f%e, Y) are continuous in E and y, satisfy 
equations (4a, b), and 
II ZCE> Y> - EUO II < WI 6 12), II~~~~Y~-~oll=~~l~I~~ 
Proof. For fixed E and y, consider the real-valued function &!3, v) and 
the operator T(p, v) defined successively by the formulas 
T(P, 4 = (PI- L)-l PJ-F@, ~0 + v, c2y>, (5) 
4%~) = Po + ~-lPoJ’W, 6~0 + T(P, v>, c2y), (6) 
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where PO is the projection of ker(&J - L) --t {uO}. We shall determine positive 
numbers K and Ed such that the mapping (T(/3, v), 01(/3, ZJ)) exists and defines 
a contraction map of the set 
into itself for 1 E 1 < cO with respect to the norm on SK,, defined by 
Iii@, w)IlI = I/3 I + /I o I/ . Then the contraction mapping theorem implies the 
sequence &+i , z1,+J = (&& , Q), T(& , v,)) converges to a unique fixed 
point in SK,, which we denote by @(e, y), CO(E, y)). Clearly this point satisfies 
(4a, b) with E = cuO + V. We also prove the convergence is uniform in E 
for I E I < l o , so that p(<, y) and %(E, y) are continuous functions of E since 
PN and vN are. 
To carry through the proof, we first note that for any fixed number K 
and E sufficiently small, (8, V) E SK,, , and the hypotheses of the theorem 
imply II F(P, l uO + 0, •2~)ll < G2, where Kl is a constant independent of 
87 v E SK,, and y. Indeed, setting IIy /I = c throughout, 
IIV, EfJO + UP l “Y>lI e II WA %J + v, C”Y) -w, 0, ~“Y)ll + II w, 0, l 2Y) 
- wo > 0, ~“Y>ll + II vo 9 Y)ll 
~~~l~I+ll~II~2+~~llYlll~-~ol+~IIYll~~2 
< (2M + CM) 3. 
Furthermore, since the resolvent set of a bounded linear operator is open, 
and since (@ -L) is a linear homeomorphism of Range (/3,,Z - L) onto 
itself, /3.Z - L is also a linear homeomorphism of Range (PO1 - L) into itself 
for (A v> E SK,, with e sufficiently small, and in fact without loss of generality 
we may assume 
IIW - L)-l II d 2 WV - L)-l II . 
Now we determine the sphere S,,, such that 3@, V) = (T(/3, v), cz(p, v)) 
maps SK,, - SK,, . Let II PO II , II PII , II PL II be denoted cpo , cp , cpt , 
respectively, then for E sufficiently small and positive 
II q13, # < IIW - L)-l II II PL II II w  a + VT l “Y>lI 
-G 2 ll(Po~ - L)-l II cp*(2M + MC) c2, 
(7) 
I(% 4 - PO I G c-l II PO II II p II II w  EUO + WT 4, l Y>lI 
d ~-lcP,Gff(~ + II w, W” 
< 2cpocpME. 
(8) 
Since the estimates (7) and (8) are independent of K, we may always choose K 
sufficiently large and E sufficiently small so that S(/3, U) maps SK,, into itself. 
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Finally to demonstrate that S@, V) is a contraction on SK,, , it suffices to 
prove that for (/3, V) and (/I’, a’) E SK,, 
II T(P’, 4 - WA 4 < g1(c) II v - TJ’ II + gd4 I P - 8’ I , (9) 
and 
I 4% 4 - 4P’Y 70 d g3(4 /I v - v’ II + .A~) I B - P’ I 7 (10) 
where gi(e) = O(E) as E -+ 0 (z’ = 1, 2, 3, 4). To prove (9), we note that by 
hypotheses (a)-(c) of the Theorem, 
G IIW - L)--l II II PL II II w, EUo + uu, +) - WJ, EUo + n’, l “y)ll 
G 2 II (PoI - L)-l II cp*M(2 I E I + II v II + I !  v’ II) II v - v’ II * (11) 
On the other hand, since 
ll(P - L)-l - (PO’1 - L)-l II < 4 I B - B’ I Il(PoI - L)-l II27 
II Tot 4 - W’, v’)l! 
G IIW - L1-l - (P’I - L1-l II II p II II qp, EUo + v’, ~“Y)ll 
+ II P’I - L II II p1 II II q% EUo + v’, C”Y> - F(P’, EUo + v’, l “Y)ll 
(12) 
< [4 /I(PoI -L)-l II2 K + a4 lI(Bor -L)-’ II (2K + II y II)1 cp*q3 - 8’) + ... . 
Combining (11) and (12) above, we obtain (9). 
Similarly, to prove (lo), we use (11): 
I 4% 4 - 45 v’)l 
(13) 
< ~-l~~~~W(P, duo + W, ~‘1, c2y) - W, l 0 + UP’, ~‘1, +4 
+ II F(B, duo + T(P’, v’), l “Y> - W’, cue + W’, ~‘1, l “r)lI) 
< •-lc~,c,{M(c + II WA v’)ll + II W’, v’)ll) II W, v’> - W’, n’)I; 
(14) 
+ We2 + II VP’, ~‘11~ + cf2) I B - So’ I> 
G @%2(4 + M2 I E II I P - B’ I 5 
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where @r and MS are constants independent of z. Thus combining (13) and 
(14), we obtain (10) with 
gdc) = MCP~CP(~ + 2Mdgd~) and gdc) = MA4 + Ms. 
To complete the proof we show that the sequence 
(Bn+1(% Y>, %+1(% YN = MA 9 %A wa 2 %)) 
converges uniformly for j E 1 sufficiently small, say 1 E 1 < E,, , so that (p, X) 
will depend continuously on E. Indeed setting 
a straightforward induction shows that 
Hence for any integers n, m, 
so that as m, n + co, the above term tends to zero. Hence we conclude that 
{WL P v,)} is a uniformly convergent sequence of bounded continuous 
functions on Rr x X, and hence the limit function @(c, y), C(E, y)) is con- 
tinuous in E with respect to the appropriate norm. A similar argument yields 
continuity in y. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, ;f /3,, is a simple eigen- 
due of L, (%(c, Y), p(c, Y)) d escribed in Theorem 1 satisfies Eq. (1) and is a 
one-parameter family of solutions to (1) bifurcating from (0, /3,,) with the desired 
expansion (2). 
Proof. Since the iteration scheme converges, and j3a is a simple eigenvalue 
of L, this result follows immediately from the remarks at the end of Section I. 
Indeed P@’ = P in this case, so that Eqs. (4a, b) coincide with Eqs. (3a, b). 
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III. BIFURCATION AT EIGENVALUES OF HIGHER MULTIPLICITY 
Here we prove the following: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, Eq. (1) 
possesses a solution a(~, +Y) = u + v, ,&, e"r> = ,&, + O(ll u II) t&h 
v E Range&I - L), 1) v 1) = O(\l u 11”) for u E ker(&I - L). Then 
(+4 E2Y>, B(% E2Y)) coincides with the limit (%((E, y), B(c, y)) of the iteration 
scheme, for jj u 11 and 6 su@ientZy small with u = fu,, , [/ uO j] = 1. 
Proof. If (a(,, y), &c, y)) satisfies (l), then under the hypotheses of the 
theorem, a(~, y) = EU,, + 6 where 6 E Range(&J -L) and 114 /I = O(l E I”). 
Since (a(~, y), &c, y)) satisfies the system (3a, b), an application of the con- 
traction mapping theorem to Eq. (3b) in a small neighborhood (6~s , /$,s,) 
shows that there is a uniquely determined function g(euO, fl) such that 
On the other hand, Eq. (4a) also implies that 
f? = g(%l , 6). 
Now, (q ,fl> 1 a so satisfies Eq. (3a), so that if PO denotes the projection of 
ker(l5,1- L) - bob 
he., 
4 - PO> = pow3 EUO + v, Y>, 
(15) 
Hence, since p satisfies Eq. (4b), (cuO , /?) satisfies (15) with fi replaced by B. 
Thus the theorem is proven once we show that the equation 
4 - PO) = POYP~ EUO + g(EUo P 813 Y> (16) 
uniquely determines fi, given u. and E in a small neighborhood 1 ,t? - /& j < Kc. 
To this end, we show that for I pi - /3o I < KC (i = 1, 2) and satisfying (16) 
I A - 82 I = O(l E I) I A - A I . (17) 
Then for j E / sufficiently small, /3r = fi2 , as required. To demonstrate (17), 
we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1. If /3r and /32 satisfy (16), by sub- 
traction, we find 
E l(A - B2)l G CP~CP II F&4 3 EUO - Aeuo , BJ, Y) - W32 , EU,, + g(cU,, , A), y)ll . 
409143/I-10 
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Using the hypothesis of Theorem 1, assuming 
II ‘dEU0 > 81) - druo J P2)ll = O(l E I> I Bl - A 
II WI F EUO + B(EUO 9 IQ, Y) - w2 9 EUO + g(EUo 3 Ah Y)ll 
d O(l E I”> I81 -Be I 
and 
II w2 9 e*o + JI(euo 9 A), Y) - w2 3 -0 - g(euo 7 82), Y)ll 
G WI E I)IIg(~~o~A) -g(~uo,P,)Il. 
Thus to prove (17), we combine (IB), (19) and (9), and verify that 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
To prove (20), we use the fact that for i = 1, 2, vi = g(EUO , /$) satisfies 
(/3,1- L) vi = Pq$ , EUO + vi ) y). 
Hence using (5) and the fact that I/ vi /I = O([ E I”), 
II v2 - ‘ul II = II WJ, 3 4 - 7v2 7 v2N 
d g1(4 II Vl - v2 II + g2(4 II PI - B2 II [by (911. 
Hence for E sufficiently small, II v2 - or jj < O(l E I) I& - /3, I . Thus 
inequality (17) is proven and the theorem is completely demonstrated. 
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